The de nition of a class C of functions is predicative if it doesn't use a class containing C; and is decidable if membershipto C can be decided syntactically, from the construction of its elements. Decidable and predicative characterizations of Poly-time functions are known. We present here such a characterization for the following classes of languages: P, p n ; p n , PH and PSPACE. It is obtained by means of a progressive sequence of restrictions to recursion in a dialect of Lisp.
Introduction
The impredicativity 12 ] of de ning a complexity class C by means of TM's plus clocks or meters has been pointed-out by Leivant 8 ]. Moreover, studying C in terms of operators, instead of resources, may help understanding its inner nature. To this purpose, several predicative de nitions by closure under di erent kinds of limited recursion have been suggested. Somehow in the spirit of the Grzegorczyk classes, these partial operators are restrictions R of other recursive operators R, which are de ned only if R(: : :) is limited (bounded above) by a pre-assigned function. After the results about linspacef by Ritchie 13 ] and ptimef by Cobham 6 ], further work in this direction has been produced (see, in particular, In terms of programming languages, the rst predicative and decidable de nition of ptimef was based on a form of unlimited recursion on binary numerals ( 15 ] dates back to 1978, and follows an algebraic approach.
A di culty with the classes of languages is that they are intrinsically not inductive: if f accepts L 2 C and is de ned by substitution of g inside h, g doesn't need to be an acceptor. In this paper we propose a predicative and decidable de nition of pspace, ph, p n , p n , P. To this purpose, a sequence of progressive restrictions to (unlimited) recursion is applied to an initial stock of recursion-free functions, which includes multiplication in unary. As model of computation, we adopt a dialect of Lisp; the reason is that Lisp o ers the obvious advantages of a richer data type and of a highlevel language, though tting, at the same time, traditional mathematical methods of investigation, like induction on the construction of functions and arguments.
This kind of results may allow a re-formulation of some outstanding conjectures, in terms of comparison between expressive power of operators of an increasing strength, instead of contrast between heterogeneous resources. For example, people working on the small Grzegorczyk classes believe that a major di culty with their long-standing problems of the form E n =?E n+1 is that these classes lack an inductive de nition (cf. 
Primitive recursive Lisp
Lists, variables, notations A list x is in the form (u 1 ; : : :; u n ), where either n = 1 and u 1 is a sequence of capital letters and decimal digits, or n 2 and every u i is a list. x] i is the i-th component u i of x, if any. x is said to be an atom(-ic list) when n = 1, and, in this case, we don't show its parentheses. A special role is assigned to atoms T and F, which are associated with the truth-values true and false. #(x) is the number of all components of x. For example, if x = ((A; B); B) then #(x) = 2, and x] 2 = B. ((A; B)) and ((A)) are not lists.
Every list whose n+1 components are all atoms is regarded as a unary numeral num(n) for n; however, when more de niteness is required by the context, the components of num(n) are all 1.
The following notations will hold throughout this paper, without further notice, except for emphasis. ; ; : : : are atoms, while s; : : :; z; s 1 ; : : : are lists. s; : : :;z;s For
Some recursion-free functions We write hx; yi for app x; y], and hx n+1 ; : : :; x 1 i for hx n+1 ; hx n ; : : :; x 1 ii. We write x] 0 and x] 00 for hd x] and tl x], and we omit the brackets when the scopes of 0 and of 00 are clear.x 0 is x 0 1 ; : : :; x 0 n ; similarly forx 00 . For all i, de ne (by means of i destructors) functions 1st; 2d; : : :; i-th taking x into x] i .
An n-fold cond like cond x 1 ; y 1 ; : : :; cond x n ; y n ; z] : : :] is usually shown in the form x 1 ! y 1 ; : : :; x n ! y n ; T ! z]; the x's are its tests, while the y's and z are its 
Restricted forms of CVR
We now formulate in syntactic and inductive terms the part of last de nition concerning the decreasing couples, and a restriction to characteristic functions.
De nition 2 (Trivially decreasing couples) (1) A cut of order n is a sequence of n destructors. A pre x of order m is a function app whose rst argument is a constant of length m. A conditional pre x (of order m) is a many-fold conditional f z; u], whose clauses reduce to pre xes of order m, or to cuts, or to the identity, and are all applied to u only. 4 Characterizations Let R be one of the CVR schemes above, and let C be a class of functions. We denote by R(C) the class of all functions which can be obtained by substitution of functions 2 B inside functions which, in turn, are de ned by R in functions 2 C. Proof. The basic functions are in dtime(n 2 ); thus we have PL Pspace and PL P, since these classes are closed under substitution and, by next lemma, under SCV and FCV. In Lemmas 5 and 6 we show respectively that P PL and pspace PSL. Lemma Case 2 f is de ned by FCV with q > 1 tuples of cuts. Since the number of all lists which can be obtained from y i by means of cuts is 2jy i j, the number of alld j x;ỹ] is n := 4jy 1 j jy 2 j. We use a TM F , which di ers from the F above by the following changes. Stack 2 is replaced by a table T in which all couplesz; f x;z] already computed are stored. When F visits one of the nodes associated with z, it looks rst in T forz and: (a) if the corresponding value is already in T, it returns it, and moves to the brother or father of , ignoring the nodes below it; else (b) it continues its visit to in the same way as F.
Claim In case (b) F adds a new element to T after at most qjzj searches in T.
Letz be a min respect among the nodes of which (ad absurdum) don't satisfy the claim.z is not a leaf and there exists j q, such that the j-th sonũ ofz is not in T (since else F computes f x;z], and adds it to T, after respectively 0 or q searches). Sinceũ z, the claim holds forũ and, therefore, F adds a new value to T before j + qjũj qjzj searches through T. Runtime is polynomial since F applies G; H or aD j for less than n times; since, by the claim, lling T requires at most qjỹjn searches through a table of length jỹjn; and since, when T is full, it returns f x;ỹ], and stops operating. 2 6 Simulation of TM's
We ! S ] 0 i p;Sl;S;Sr=0;1 ], where (i; S) = +1; ?1; 0; 1 implies S = S l ; S r ; 0; 1.
The following function sm M x; y; z], by input x, HIST M (x; 1) and num(4m) accepts its input i M accepts x within m steps; to this purpose it executes an invariant which appends a new record to y, and subtracts 4 to z; after m repetitions, z reduces to an atom, and the initial function accepts if last record says that M is in the accepting conditions. De ne (with a decreasing couple consisting of a 6(p + 1)-fold conditional pre x of order 3 and of a cut of order 4) sm M x; y; z] = 7 Equivalence of the two hierarchies Lemma 7 (1) For all n, p n and p n are respectively equivalent to p n L and p n L. (2) The polynomial hierarchy and PHL are equivalent. Proof. (1) De ne m by 2r+1 = p r ; 2r+2 = p r (r 0). Similarly for m L.
We show both halves by induction on m. Base. We proved that P= p 1 L.
Step. (2) PHL PH follows by part (1) . To see PH ORCV (PL), recall that negation can be de ned by ORCV. Hence p n ORCV( p n ), for all n. 2
